Postmortem Analysis of Injuries by Roadkill of a White-eared Opossum (Didelphis Albiventis) by Radiographs and Forensic Necropsy-A Virtopsy Case Report
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Abstract

The white-eared opossum (Didelphis albiventris) is one of the most road-killed animals in Brazil, especially due to its opportunistic habits and great adaptation to urban environment. Although radiology is present in the veterinary daily routine, it is uncommon in forensic necropsies, especially in wild animals. A white-eared opossum killed by a vehicle in the State of São Paulo, Brazil was submitted to entire-body radiographs followed by forensic necropsy. The images revealed diffuse increased radio-opacity in both hemi-thoraces possibly of hemorrhagic origin, whereas the forensic necropy findings were consistent with bloody pleural effusion. It was possible to conclude that postmortem radiographs in wild animals could contribute to determine the cause of death and improve forensic investigations.
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Introduction

The expansion of the road network has a direct impact on wildlife, especially on mammals due to alteration, degradation, conversion, and loss of their habitats [1-4]. The Brazilian Center for Studies on Road Ecology estimates that 475 million wild animals are killed on roads annually in Brazil [5]. The white-eared opossum (Didelphis albiventris) is one of the main species killed by motor vehicles when searching for food, especially pregnant or lactating females, the main cause of road crossing by this species [5,6]. Besides being an animal tolerant and with opportunistic habits, the opossum has great adaptation to the urban environment, making it an easy victim of roadkill [7,8].

When a wild animal is killed a carefully documentation of the case is the most important part of the investigation and it can be made by photographic records, correct identification of the species involved, a site visit and proper collection, transportation, storage and submission of evidence [9].

In human forensic medicine, one of the main resources to identify individuals is radiographic images, especially when the body is skeletonized [10]. Before the forensic necropsy, an entire-body radiograph simplifies the examination [11] and provides important additional information regarding the extent and chronicity of extremity trauma that may not be documented at autopsy [12].

Although x-rays have been present in forensic medicine since 1896 [13,14], it was only in 2003 that researchers at the University of Bern, Switzerland, joined conventional radiography with modern imaging methods such as computed tomography, nuclear magnetic resonance and photogrammetry to perform minimally invasive autopsies of the entire-body. They created the portmanenteau Virtopsy (virtual and autopsy), which has been increasingly used to merge Forensic Radiology and Pathology [15,16].

In veterinary medicine routine, Radiology is increasingly present. However, the number of this examination is still scarce in necropsy studies, even less in wild animals [17-20].

Radiographic study of animals killed by vehicles could contribute not only to the cause of death but as an assisting research about the impact of these deaths in the Brazilian fauna. Thus a radiographic study followed by forensic necropsy was performed in a white-eared opossum (Didelphis albiventris) killed by a motor vehicle in the State of São Paulo, Brazil.

Material and Methods

A young female white-eared opossum (Didelphis albiventris) was collected on the highway SP-209 by the Environmental Military Police of São Paulo (Figure 1). The animal was sent to the campus of Botucatu of the School of Veterinary Medicine of UNESP (Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho”) where an entire-body right lateral and ventrodorsal radiographs were performed in a GE x-ray equipment (150 kV, 200 mA/6.4 mAs). A veterinary radiologist analyzed the images. After the radiographic exam, a forensic necropsy was conducted by veterinary pathologist by modify Gohn method, were organs are removed by function.

Results

Radiographic images

Figure 2 shows the entire-body right lateral radiograph and Figure 3 shows ventrolateral radiographs. It was possible to conclude that the cause of death was an accumulation of fluids in the thorax, possibly of hemorrhagic origin due to the history of trauma.
Forensic necropsy

The external examination of the body revealed no degree of dehydration, slightly pale mucosa, blood in the perianal region, hematoma in the inguinal region and medial region of the left hind limb.

The in situ examination revealed bloody effusion in pleural cavity and no anatomical abnormalities in the abdominal cavity (Figure 4).

Internal examination of thorax revealed bloody effusion, but pericardium, heart and lungs were normal.

Internal examination of the abdomen revealed a fatty liver with increased volume, hemoglobinuric impregnation on the wall of the organs, bowels containing hard stools and lots of perirenal fat. Besides this, there was presence of hematoma in the buttock and spine area.

The cause of death was cardiac arrest and the main alteration was hemorrhagic pleural effusion.

Discussion

We evaluated postmortem injuries by radiologic examination and forensic necropsy, caused by roadkill of a white-ear opossum in a road of the State of São Paulo, Brazil. The images revealed evidences founded in the forensic necropsy. The pleural effusion revealed by the radiographs was consistent with bloody effusion due to the history of trauma and, the forensic necropsy confirmed this evidence, suggesting that clinical history, images and necropsy are better tools if they work together.

Although the use of radiologic images in human forensic cases have started soon after the discovery of the x-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in 1985 [13], in Forensic Veterinary Medicine this practice is still not part of the daily routine [21-23]. In addition, the amount of researches about wildlife forensic science and, publications about radiological study in this area are very scarce [17-20].
In humans, Forensic Radiology is a very important tool to identify individuals when fingerprint, DNA and odontological comparisons are not possible [24]. Conventional x-rays is the cheapest radiological exam and could contribute to forensic investigation in wild animal crimes and/or violent death, especially the invisibility of hidden fractures, identification of pneumothorax and air embolism, which, therefore, add special information to forensic necropsy [23,25].

The Red List Category & Criteria, which classify the animals according to the risk of extinction, considers the white-ear opossum a "least concern" animal, because of its wide distribution and its tolerance in habitat modification [26]. However, it is very important to register any kind of accident, violence or crime against a wild animal, especially in one of the most road-killed species.

**Figure 3:** Entire-body ventrodorsal radiograph. The image reveals diffuse increased radio-opacity in both hemi-thoraces, which did not allow visualization of the cardiac silhouette. The abdomen was normal and there were no evidence of fractures or luxation.

**Figure 4:** In situ necropsy findings. In situ necropsy revealed bloody effusion in thorax cavity.

**Conclusion**

Forensic radiology, or Virtopsy, is a key technique that is already part of (and sometimes a substitute of) forensic postmortem examination in humans [27]. In Forensic Veterinary Medicine, however, is a science in its infancy. In this work we demonstrate that the radiologic examination revealed aspects that complement the regular necropsy, helping forensic doctors to identity the causes of death. This is particularly important in determining the cases of violent deaths, either of criminal or other violent origins.
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